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MacLean-Fogg Launches Threadstrong® Fastener Brand 
MacLean-Fogg Component Solutions (MFCS), a leading supplier of 

original equipment automotive components, announces the 
launch of the Threadstrong® brand and the accompanying 
Threadstrong ecommerce website, which is located  at www.
Threadstrong.us. “We are well known as the leading OEM sup-
plier in North America for high-performance, decorative wheel 

fasteners. It’s always been frustrating to us to 
see the aftermarket flooded with inferior, low-
quality and potentially dangerous replace-
ment wheel fasteners of unknown origin. So, 
we decided to do something about it,” said 
Brad Southwood, MFCS Vice President of 
Sales and Marketing.

“No team is more knowledgeable about how to engineer and manufac-
ture safe and durable wheel fasteners than the MacLean-Fogg team. We’ve 
been the leading supplier to many of the world’s largest automakers for 
over 40 years. We want the aftermarket consumers to know that when they 
buy a Threadstrong wheel fastener, they can trust it was made in the USA 
to all of the needed safety specifications,” added Rob Whitney, President 
of the MFCS Fastener Division. 

Since 1925, MacLean-Fogg has been one of USA’s leading manufactur-
ers of fasteners and other key components for automotive, electric power, 
heavy-duty truck and other industries. www.macleanfogg.com

Volt Industrial Plastics Breaks Ground for Expansion 
Volt Industrial Plastics, Yellville, AR, USA, recenlty held a ground breaking 

ceremony for an all-new 36,000 ft2 expansion, which will give the factory 
a total of 100,000 ft2, allowing Volt to expand its current inventory of over 

100 million parts to even more. 
Employing just under 100 people, Volt not only manufactures “the 
finest plastic fasteners in the world”, which are shipped domesti-
cally and internationally, but it also builds all of its tooling and parts 
in-house. This results in huge cost savings which is then passed on 
to Volt’s customers.  

“I want to say thank you to 
each and every one of you that 
work here every day and work 
so hard”, said Heidi Volltrauer, 
Volt COO/President of Market-

ing and Sales, at the brief January 7, 2022  groundbreaking ceremony. “I 
hope you're all as excited as I am of where we're going this next year and 
the years to come. So if I had a drink in hand I'd say, ‘Cheers’,' but that'll 
be later. We'll all be cheering later and throughout the year.” The expan-
sion should be completed by late summer of 2022. www.voltplastics.com
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Ramco to Produce Cold-Formed Pipe Nuts 
Ramco Specialties, Inc., with USA headquarters in Hudson, OH, USA, is 

excited to announce that the company’s investment in new part formers in 
the state of Ohio will allow it to commence the production of cold-formed 
pipe nuts. These pipe nut products will be available with open and closed 
ends, up to 9" in length and 3" in diameter.

Ramco Specialties explains that pipe nuts 
are important parts of automotive construc-
tion, used particularly in engine cradles, 
frames, rails and chassis. With current lead 
times for machines and materials, now is 
the time to contact Ramco Specialties, Inc., 
and to start a discussion about the company’s cold-formed pipe nuts or 
other large part production.

Ramco delivers the critical components you need, produced both domesti-
cally and internationally. As a global supplier and manufacturer of critical 
threaded and nonthreaded fasteners, Ramco has provided the highest 
quality product to customers for decades.  www.ramcospecialties.com

LindFast Acquires Fasteners and Fittings (F&F) 
LindFast Solutions Group (LSG), Blain, MN, USA, a leading master 

distributor of specialty fasteners in North America, recently announced the 
completion of its purchase of Toronto, Ontario, Canada-based Fasteners 
and Fittings, Inc. (F&F). Under the leadership of President Ted Robinson and 
his team, F&F has garnered a well-respected reputation in the marketplace 
over its 45-year history. The combination of LSG and F&F will enhance and 
expand both companies’ already significant capabilities in Canada.

“F&F shares the same relentless focus on meeting customer needs as 
LSG,” said LindFast CEO Bill Niketas. “We are excited for the opportunity to 
combine forces and expand our collective capabilities to better serve our 
customers. I am confident F&F will be a great addition to our team, and together we will continue to meet and 
exceed our customers’ expectations.”

Similar to LindFast, Fasteners and Fittings has a market-leading position in imperial, metric and stainless steel 
fasteners. The potent combination of F&F’s market position and LSG’s in Canada, along with LSG’s strong supply 
chain capabilities, will be a significant benefit for both companies’ customers, suppliers, employees and others.

As with other recent LindFast acquisitions, very little change is expected 
on the customer-facing parts of the business in the near term. LSG’s goal 
is to maintain the strong Fasteners and Fittings brand name in the market. 
Maintaining its current policies/infrastructure, F&F will continue normal 
operations out of its two state-of-the-art sites in Toronto and Calgary for 
the foreseeable future. LSG also has two facilities in the Toronto area, with 
another in Montreal. With a new total of five branches in the Canadian 
market and 13 more in the USA, LSG’s new footprint will allow it to continue 
to improve its high fill rates and short lead times. www.lindfastgrp.com
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